Time

Education Center

8:30 am

Welcome

9:00 am

Fly Tying

10:00 am

Fly Tying

11:00 am

Fly Tying

12:00am

LUNCH *

12:45 pm

Gamblers Draw

1:00 pm

Fly Tying

2:00 pm

Fly Tying

3:00 pm
4:00 pm

Programs

West Pond

East Pond

Red Stick Conclave

Fishing
Richard Evans
“Fishing the West”
Larry Offner
“Warmwater Tactics”
Pete Cooper, Jr.
“Offshore Flyfishing”

Tom Jindra
“Advanced Casting”
Fishing

Tom Jindra“Latest Advances in
Flyfishing”

Fishing

Roger del Rio
"Casting Basics"

a celebration of fly fishing
Kayak demos
by Backpacker
Kayak demos
by Backpacker
Kayak demos
by Backpacker
Fishing

RAFFLE *

Larry Offner“Panfish Strategies”
Fishing

See ya’ next year!

Fishing

Fishing

In Case of Inclimate Weather
Outdoor programs may be moved to the Pavilion.
Schedule may alter to accommodate fly casting.
Raffle
Helps fund our event as well as conservation and
educational outreach. Donations are $1 per ticket.
Little Bundle: for $20 donation, get 30 tickets.
BIG BUNDLE: for a $50 donation, you receive 60
tickets + $25 year’s family membership in RSFF.
Lunch
Jambalaya, with salad and roll. $7.00 per person.
Coffee, Donuts, Soft Drinks
No cost, available all day, courtesy of RSFF

22nd annual

Sponsored by Red Stick Fly Fishers
in conjunction with
LA Dept of Wildlife and Fisheries

Waddill Map

Saturday, March 8, 2014
8:30 am – 4:00 pm
FREE admission
LDWF Waddill Outdoors Center
4142 North Flannery Rd
Baton Rouge, LA

About Our Presenters
Tom Jindra

Tom is a former president of
the International Federation
of Fly Fishers (FFF), and
chaired the Casting
Instructor Certification
Program. Today he is a sales
rep for several tackle
companies, including TFO, Jim Teeny, Fly H2O,
and Maxima. Tom will do a presentation on
“Wind Casting” for those folks who fear casting
in anything more than a gentle breeze
Pete Cooper, Jr.
He wrote the book on "Fly Fishing
the Louisiana Coast"... literally. A
member of the Louisiana
Outdoors Hall of Fame, he's
written for countless magazines,
pioneered offshore fly fishing in
our state, and helped create the fly
rod state records, and then
established several records himself. His talk will be on
fly fishing Louisiana's Chandeleur Islands. .
Larry Offner - is owner of
Green Trout Fly Shop in Baton
Rouge, LA , and is founder of
WarmFly.com, a leading website
for warmwater fly fishing. Larry
will give an on-the-water program
on panfish tactics.

Richard Evans - is one of Louisiana's top all-around
anglers. Rich spends summer out west, and fishes the
marsh in spring and fall. He's held records for offshore
species as well, including yellowfin tuna, on fly rod.
Rich provides a wealth of knowledge for anyone
looking to learn the sport of fly fishing.
Roger del Rio - is a founding member of RSFF, and a
Federation of Fly Fishers (FFF) Certified Casting
Instructor. He's been fly fishing saltwater for nearly 30

years! Roger will demo basic casting techniques.

A Few of Our Featured Tiers...
Fred Hannie – Lake Charles, LA. Ties flies so
realistic they’ve been known to fly off the vise! He’s
also an outstanding fisherman and tying teacher.
Bob Boese – Broussard, LA. Bob ties a number of
freshwater flies including damsels, poppers and foam
body flies. Bob has authored numerous articles on
panfishing tactics.
Stephen Robert – Houma, LA. President of the FinAddict Fly Fishers, Stephen specializes in flies that win
tournaments for reds, specks, bass, and bluegill.
Kirk Dietrich – Arabi, LA. Kirk’s flies have been sold
by Orvis, featured in books and magazines, and on the
web. We’re excited to have one of the top innovators in
fly tying back at our conclave..
Marc Pinsel – Hammond, LA. Creator of the 4M and a
master of wool flies, Marc has tied at shows across the
US and Europe. He will gladly swap flies for fine
cigars.
Jerome and Dena Hebert - Henderson, LA. This couple
lives for warmwater fly fishing, and they tie flies that
“match the hatch” for bass and bluegill. Dina is one of the
top deer hair tiers in the South.
Kyle Moppert – Baton Rouge, LA. Kyle is the president
of the Gulf Coast Council of the Federation of Fly Fishers
and ties a variety of patterns including spoonflies and
damsel flies.
Mike Jackson - New Orleans, LA. Mike ties a number of
flies and his flies are great for catching fish and whatever
else swims in water.

Support “The Friends of RSFF”
Thanks to our sponsors who make this event
possible, and who promote the sports of fly fishing
and kayak fishing in
Southeast Louisiana

